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Press “MEMO” and after
the scenario mode where
you want to save.

Useful control functions should be adjusted according to the preferences 
of each user.

.The user can adjust the useful functions.

The battery must be made out of lithium,model CR2025. Remove the sealing
protection of the battery to start using it.

.Change of the battery.

Battery

Protector

Support piece
of the battery

.Problems solutions.

  Problem                    Possible cause                    Solution  
there is no response               there is no range                 move the command closer

there is no response               battery is over                             change battery

there is no response               command broken                   change the command

.Security measures.
1. Read the instructions before its installation and use.
2. Keep this manual.
3. Supervise the access of the children to the command to avoid them playing with it.
4. Do not use this product in outdoor.
5. Please do not disassemble the product.
6. Keep the product away from direct sunlight. This may cause color variation, or a
    wrong functioning of the command.
7. To clean it, use a soft cloth and a neutral soap.
8. Do not put the command in direct contact with water; do not use it with wet hands..Verification of the components.
The content of the packaging is the following: command, two strips of velcro tape and
lithium battery (CR 2025) inside the command. Before using the command remove
the battery protector. Change the battery according to the instructions in the reverse
of the command.
Please, do not leave this electronic product with the other household waste. Deliver it
to a recycling control point or to a controlled waste dump..Where to install the command.
Put the command in a place where you can reach it easily while you are standing up in
front of  the m irror. According to the distances showed in the image below.
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.Product description.

Warm light Cold light

Increase the brightness

Decrease the brightness

Memory

Memory 1
   precision

Put the command provisionally in the chosen place, keep it away from
shelves and furniture. Press the buttons and verify its functioning.
 

Installation of the command. 

1-  Bring together the two strips of Velcro tape.
2-  Remove the protection of one of the strips and stick it in the rear part of command.
3-  Remove the other protection and stick the command in the desired place.
     (Check the functioning of the command after its installation).

     Stick the command in a flat surface 
     (facing mirror furniture, etc. The surface
      should not be rough). 

.Description of the buttons.

To                                        Do this

                                                            
Increase the brightness
 

Decrease the brightness

Increase the cold

Increase the warmth

Precision scenario

Beauty scenario

Relax scenario

Save the configuration
of the light in one of the
three scenario modes

Reset all the modes
Press the button “MEMO”
during 5 seconds

Press the button “MEMO” and within
2 seconds the scenario where
the configuration will be saved

 

 

 

Memory 2
    beauty

Memory 3
 relax mode


